Correcting inaccurate metaperceptions reduces Americans’ support for partisan violence
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Scholars, policy makers, and the general public have expressed growing concern about the possibility of large-scale political violence in the United States. Prior research substantiates these worries, as studies reveal that many American partisans support the use of violence against rival partisans. Here, we propose that support for partisan violence is based in part on greatly exaggerated perceptions of rival partisans’ support for violence. We also predict that correcting these inaccurate “metaperceptions” can reduce partisans’ own support for partisan violence. We test these hypotheses in a series of preregistered, nationally representative, correlational, longitudinal, and experimental studies (total n = 4,741) collected both before and after the 2020 US presidential election and the 2021 US Capitol attack. In Studies 1 and 2, we found that both Democrats’ and Republicans’ perceptions of their rival partisans’ support for violence and willingness to engage in violence were very inaccurate, with estimates ranging from 245 to 442% higher than actual levels. Further, we found that a brief, informational correction of these misperceptions reduced support for violence by 34% (Study 3) and willingness to engage in violence by 44% (Study 4). In the latter study, a follow-up survey revealed that the correction continued to significantly reduce support for violence approximately 1 mo later. Together, these results suggest that support for partisan violence in the United States stems in part from systematic overestimations of rival partisans’ support for violence and that correcting these misperceptions can durably reduce support for partisan violence in the mass public.
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In recent years, scholars and analysts have become increasingly worried about the potential for mass political violence in the United States (1). The general public shares these concerns. One 2016 poll found that more than half of American partisans reported feeling afraid of the other party (2). A 2019 poll found that Americans on average thought the United States was approaching “the edge of civil war” (3). Concerns about the threat of political violence are buttressed by scholarship suggesting troubling levels of support for partisan violence in the American public (4, 5), as well as recent incidents of political violence—such as those in Charlottesville, Portland, and Washington, D.C. Research has identified important determinants of support for political violence (5), but social scientists have only begun to identify ways to productively intervene on this problem.

One promising line of work comes from recent studies showing that American partisans’ “metaperceptions” of rival partisans (i.e., their perceptions of rival partisans’ views) tend to be highly inaccurate.* For example, research finds that American partisans believe that out-group partisans have higher levels of prejudice and dehumanization toward the in-group (6), are less supportive of democratic norms (8), and are more willing to obstruct the in-group for political gain (7, 9) than they are in reality. These beliefs have the potential to escalate if partisans reciprocate the animosity they perceive among their rival partisans. However, negative outcomes related to exaggerated metaperceptions can be reduced through informational corrections (7, 9).

Here, we build on this and other work, hypothesizing that partisans hold exaggerated metaperceptions of rival partisans’ levels of support for and willingness to engage in violence. These metaperceptions, in turn, exacerbate partisans’ own views of political violence. Consistent with this, we expect that partisans’ own levels of support for partisan violence to the forefront of political polarization.

---

*Prior work in the field of psychology often defines “metaperceptions” more specifically to refer to how individuals think they are perceived by others (6, 7). Here, we use the term to refer to perceptions of others’ perceptions more generally.

1See us study both support for and willingness to engage in partisan violence given the distinction between viewing violence as justifiable and being willing to actually engage in violence and to assess if our theoretical reasoning is robust to both attitudes and behavioral intentions regarding partisan violence (10).

Significance

Prominent events, such as the 2021 US Capitol attack, have brought politically motivated violence to the forefront of Americans’ minds. Yet, the causes of support for partisan violence remain poorly understood. Across four studies, we found evidence that exaggerated perceptions of rival partisans’ support for violence are a major cause of partisans’ own support for partisan violence. Further, correcting these false beliefs reduces partisans’ support for and willingness to engage in violence, especially among those with the largest misperceptions, and this effect endured for 1 mo. These findings suggest that a simple correction of partisans’ misperceptions could be a practical and scalable way to durably reduce Americans’ support for, and intentions to engage in, partisan violence.
and willingness to engage in violence can be effectively reduced by correcting these inaccurate metaperceptions.

At least two bodies of research suggest that partisans would overestimate rival partisans’ support for partisan violence. First, social identity theory (11, 12) posits that individuals maintain positive views of the groups with which they strongly identify by making favorable relative comparisons with rival out-groups. As a result, high-identifying in-group members engage in in-group derogation—attributing negative characteristics and malicious motivations to the out-group—as a source of group esteem (13). Second, research on political perceptions shows that partisans tend to believe supporters of the rival party hold more extreme partisan views (14, 15) and stereotypical qualities (16) than they do in reality. This pattern is thought to be driven, at least in part, by partisan media environments that highlight negative and extreme views of the out-party (17–22). Inaccurate, overly negative perceptions of rival partisans could lead Americans to believe that out-partisans have more extreme views about supporting and engaging in partisan violence than they do in reality. Thus, we expect partisans will overestimate how much rival partisans support, and intend to engage in, partisan violence (Hypothesis 1).

Further, we expect that these exaggerated metaperceptions lead partisans to increase their own support for violence in response. Prior work finds that people support political violence when they feel a security threat, with violence serving as a form of protection or retribution (10, 23, 24). We predict that the more partisans believe that supporters of the rival party will support or engage in violence, the more likely they are to support or intend to engage in violence against out-partisans themselves (Hypothesis 2). This is particularly concerning as it could generate a cycle of increasing support for partisan violence in which partisans inaccurately perceive the other side to be likely to support or engage in violence, becoming more likely to support or engage in violence themselves. Such an increase in actual support for violence could in turn be perceived by out-partisans, further increasing out-partisans’ own support for violence and so on. If true, this feedback loop risks a ratcheting up of partisan tensions that increases the possibility of large-scale outbreaks of actual partisan violence in the United States.

Our theoretical reasoning suggests a straightforward strategy for reducing support for violence: informing people of rival partisans’ actual level of support for partisan violence. Such an intervention could prompt partisans to adjust their metaperceptions to be more accurate, in turn decreasing their own support for violence. We expect that partisans who are informed of out-partisans’ actual level of support for or willingness to engage in violence will be less likely to support violence or express violent intentions themselves (Hypothesis 3).

These predictions are nontrivial. First, past work on exaggerated metaperceptions has focused on measures like dehumanization of, and affect toward, rival partisans, sentiments that do not have direct behavioral manifestations. It could be that partisans accurately perceive rival partisans’ support for and willingness to engage in violence, given that this behavior is observable and the vast majority of people are never violent. Second, relative to prior domains studied, political violence could be less related to metaperceptions of rival partisans. Prior work finds that support for partisan violence (SPV) is associated with trait aggression and negative views of the political system (5, 25). Thus, it could be that SPV is best viewed as a nonnormative, extraintitutional political behavior. If so, it may be unaffected by feedback about rival partisans’ views.

Further, if supported, our hypotheses could have significant applied value beyond existing work on the causes of partisan violence, which focuses on relatively stable, first-order attributes including aggression, partisan social identity (5), cognitive rigidity (26), epistemic needs for certainty or closure (10), and antiestablishment orientations (23). Dispositional and system-level factors are consequential (27), but also difficult to alter in efforts to ameliorate violence. Elite cues are comparatively easier to implement; however, some prior research suggests elites may have limited impact on violent tendencies (28). Moreover, such cues require cooperation from political actors who may perceive benefits from stoking partisan rancor. Here, we take a different approach to addressing violent tendencies and support for violence in the mass public.

Empirical Overview

We conducted a series of correlational, longitudinal, and experimental studies to test these hypotheses. We first test whether partisans hold inaccurate metaperceptions of out-partisans’ support for violence (Study 1) and willingness to engage in violence (Study 2). Then, we test whether correcting these inaccurate metaperceptions reduces support for violence (Study 3) and willingness to engage in violence (Study 4a) and whether the effects persist for several weeks following the correction (Study 4b). The studies were conducted both before and after the 2020 US presidential election and the 2021 US Capitol attack, allowing us to explore the robustness of findings across a shifting political environment.

Results

Study 1. To measure baseline support for partisan violence (SPV) and determine how accurate (or inaccurate) metaperceptions of SPV are among partisans in the United States, we conducted a preregistered, nationally representative, nonprobability survey of American Democrats and Republicans in October of 2020. We measured SPV using a four-item, 100-point scale adapted from prior work (5), measuring support for explicit violence (e.g., “How much do you feel it is justified for [own party] to use violence in advancing their political goals these days?”) and support for threats that could make out-partisans fear for their safety (e.g., “When, if ever, is it OK for [own party] to send threatening and intimidating messages to [opposing party] leaders?”). We also measured metaperceptions of out-partisans’ SPV—that is, how participants thought the average member of the rival party would respond to the same items—and in-party metaperceptions—that is, how participants thought the average member of their own party would respond to the items.

As shown in Fig. 1, average SPV was approximately 10 on a 100-point scale among both Democrats (M = 9.3, SD = 17.2) and Republicans (M = 10.3, SD = 21.7). Importantly, 4.5% of Democrats and 9.8% of Republicans responses to the SPV composite fell above the midpoint of the scale, indicating a small—yet concerning—proportion of participants supporting violence at a relatively high level. We next tested whether partisans’ metaperceptions of out-partisans’ support for violence were accurate. Democrats’ estimates of Republicans’ SPV (M = 35.5, SD = 32.2) significantly exceeded actual levels of support for violence among Republicans ($t_{620} = 12.2, \ P < 0.001$), constituting a 245% overestimate. Similarly, Republicans overestimated Democrats’ SPV (M = 37.1, SD = 35.1), significantly exceeding Democrats’ actual support for violence ($t_{502} = 13.3, \ P < 0.001$) constituting a 299% overestimate. These findings support our preregistered prediction (Hypothesis 1). We do not find significant
differences between Republicans’ and Democrats’ overestimates of rival partisans’ SPV ($t[693] = -0.99, P = 0.32$).

We also tested whether participants accurately perceived the metaperceptions of in-partisans. Democrats slightly overestimated other Democrats’ SPV ($M = 12.3, SD = 18.7$), a 31% overestimate ($t[701] = 2.20, P = 0.03$), and Republicans slightly overestimated other Republicans’ SPV ($M = 14.0, SD = 22.3$), a 36% overestimate ($t[692] = 2.22, P = 0.03$). Thus, partisans overestimated SPV among both fellow partisans and rival partisans, although overestimates of SPV among out-partisans were far more pronounced. In-party metaperceptions of SPV were also associated with individuals’ own SPV (SI Appendix, Table S3).

Consistent with Hypothesis 2, we found that metaperceptions of out-partisans’ SPV were associated with individuals’ own SPV. In a linear model controlling for participants’ gender, age, race, education, income, and party, metaperceptions of out-partisans’ SPV were strongly and significantly associated with individuals’ own support for violence ($b = 0.097$, $P < 0.001$). This association is consistent with a potential causal effect of metaperceptions of out-partisans’ SPV on partisans’ actual SPV.

**Study 2.** We had three primary goals in Study 2. First, we sought to establish whether the inaccurate metaperceptions of out-partisans’ SPV that we observed in Study 1 would also exist for perceptions of out-partisans’ reported willingness to actually engage in violence (WEV). Second, we sought to assess whether the exaggerated metaperceptions of SPV in Study 1 would replicate after the prominent incidents of partisan violence that followed the 2020 presidential election, in particular the January 6th Capitol attack (our first preregistered prediction). We speculated that actual support for violence might have increased during this period—among Republicans, among Democrats, or among both—potentially reducing or eliminating the gap between actual and perceived SPV we observed in Study 1. Third, we sought to replicate the correlation between individual’s SPV and metaperceptions of out-party SPV (our second

---

**Fig. 1.** Actual beliefs vs. out-party metaperceptions of SPV and WEV. Dependent variables were all rescaled to be from zero to one. Defensive indicates support for defensive violence; offensive indicates support for offensive violence. WEV refers to WEV after a contested election in 2020 and in 2024.
preregistered prediction) and test whether this correlation extended to WEV both within the present study and longitudinally. Our data came from two waves of a nationally representative panel survey of Democrats and Republicans. Waves were fielded in October of 2020 (including only the WEV measure) and March of 2021 (including both WEV and SPV measures).

On both waves of the survey, we included an item assessing respondents’ WEV in the event of a contested presidential election (scored on a four-point scale from “not at all likely” to “very likely”). In October of 2020, the item referred to the upcoming 2020 presidential election, while in March of 2021, it referred to the 2024 presidential election. Similar to Study 1, we found a small but concerning proportion of participants who responded above the midpoint of the WEV scale. In the October wave, 7.2% of Democrats and 4.4% of Republicans reported being at least somewhat likely to use violence in the event of a contested presidential election. In the March wave, those numbers increased to 9.2% of Democrats and 7.7% of Republicans.

As shown in Fig. 1, in both waves, we found significant gaps between metaperceptions and actual WEV. In the October wave, Democrats overestimated Republicans’ WEV (M = 2.30, SD = 1.24) relative to their actual reported WEV (M = 1.24, SD = 0.59), an overestimate of 442% (t(1,557) = 23.0, P < 0.001). Similarly, Republicans overestimated Democrats’ WEV (M = 2.45, SD = 1.33) relative to their actual reported levels of WEV (M = 1.28, SD = 0.67), an overestimate of 417% (t(614) = 18.5, P < 0.001). This metaperception gap was similar in March of 2021, when Democrats again overestimated Republicans’ WEV (M = 2.37, SD = 1.23) relative to their actual reported WEV (M = 1.28, SD = 0.69), a 389% overestimate (t(618) = 23.0, P < 0.001). Republicans also again overestimated Democrats’ WEV (M = 2.45, SD = 1.28) relative to Democrats’ reported levels of WEV (M = 1.31, SD = 0.74), an overestimate of 368% (t(702) = 19.1, P < 0.001). These results support Hypothesis 1. Similar to Study 1, we did not find significant differences between Democrats’ and Republicans’ overestimates of rival partisans’ WEV (October wave: t(906) = −1.5, P = 0.13; March wave: t(1,003) = −0.78, P = 0.43).

The misperceptions of SPV we documented in Study 1 also replicated following the 2020 presidential election and its aftermath. In March of 2021, Democrats’ estimates of Republicans’ levels of SPV were higher (M = 40.9, SD = 31.7) than their actual levels (M = 9.8, SD = 20.5), a 317% overestimate (t(1,501) = 24.0, P < 0.001). Likewise, Republicans again overestimated Democrats’ SPV (M = 39.2, SD = 34.3) relative to their actual reported level (M = 10.7, SD = 21.4), a 266% overestimate (t(726) = 17.6, P < 0.001). These results support our first preregistered prediction. We again did not find significant differences between Democrats’ and Republicans’ estimates of rival partisans’ SPV (t(963) = 1.47, P = 0.14).

To test our second preregistered prediction, we examined whether metaperceptions of out-party SPV and WEV were associated with actual SPV and WEV by regressing each violence outcome on demographic controls (gender, age, race, education level, and income) and other variables associated with support for violence (e.g., trait aggression and partisan identity strength). We also included a measure of self-monitoring, which previous work found to be associated with socially desirable response bias (29). We found that out-group metaperceptions were consistently strong predictors of SPV and WEV. Metaperceptions of SPV were significantly associated with SPV (β = 0.171, P < 0.001). Additionally, metaperceptions of WEV—measured both in October of 2020 and in March of 2021—were significantly associated with reported WEV (β = 0.085, P < 0.001 and β = 0.218, P < 0.001, respectively).

To get further insight into whether metaperceptions may shape actual willingness to engage in violence, we leveraged the longitudinal panel data that measured WEV and WEV metaperceptions in October 2020 and March 2021. We found that between-wave changes in out-party metaperceptions of WEV significantly predicted between-wave changes in WEV (β = 0.127, P < 0.001 (SI Appendix, Table S6)).

A final goal of Study 2 was to explore perceptions of different forms of violence that partisans might engage in. In particular, we were interested in partisan reported likelihood of engaging in offensive partisan violence (engaging in violence when out-partisans did not use violence first) and their likelihood of engaging in defensive partisan violence (engaging in violence if out-partisans did use violence first). Thus, in the March 2021 survey, we measured partisans’ intentions to engage in both forms of violence and out-party metaperceptions of these intentions on 0 to 100 scales.

As shown in Fig. 1, both Democrats and Republicans showed much greater willingness to use violence in self-defense than to use violence offensively (Democrats: Mdiff = 30.1, t(1,884) = 23.5, P < 0.001; Republicans: Mdiff = 29.6, t(860) = 15.5, P < 0.001). Democrats and Republicans overestimated their rival partisans’ willingness to engage in defensive partisan violence but to a lesser extent than other measures of violence in this study (Democrats: Mdiff = 12.2, t(985) = 6.2, P < 0.001; Republicans: Mdiff = 10.1, t(1,012) = 5.2, P < 0.001). Democrats and Republicans overestimated their rival partisans’ willingness to engage in offensive violence to a much greater extent (Democrats: Mdiff = 27.5, t(1,481) = 19.3, P < 0.001; Republicans: Mdiff = 24.9, t(725) = 14.3, P < 0.001). These results indicate that partisans are primarily willing to engage in defensive violence and are much less inclined to offensive violence. Democrats and Republicans did not perceive a large gap in their rival partisans’ support for offensive vs. defensive violence, primarily because they greatly overestimated rival partisans’ motivations to engage in offensive partisan violence relative to actual levels. Results thus indicate that, when there is a clear security threat (i.e., a need for defensive reaction), the gap between metaperceptions and actual support for violence shrinks.

**Study 3.** The prior studies illustrate that American partisans greatly overestimate levels of SPV and WEV among out-partisans and that these overestimates are associated with partisans’ own levels of SPV and WEV, supporting Hypotheses 1 and 2. However, this is only evidence of a correlational relationship. Thus, we next experimentally test whether providing participants true information about out-partisans’ SPV would decrease participants’ own SPV (Hypothesis 3). This enables us to assess whether inaccurate metaperceptions of out-party SPV play a causal role in individuals’ levels of SPV. We conducted a preregistered experiment in December of 2020 focused specifically on strong partisans (n = 555) because pilot testing and past research (5) indicated that these individuals held higher levels of SPV than weak partisans, increasing the likelihood that the effect of our manipulation could be detected. Participants first answered the items measuring metaperceptions of SPV used in Study 1; then, they were randomly assigned to either a correction or a control condition, and finally answered the same SPV items used in Study 1. Before answering the SPV items, participants in the correction condition were presented with the average levels of SPV of respective out-partisans (as measured in Study 1) next to a summary of their own
metaperceptions. Those in the control condition only viewed a summary of their own metaperceptions (treatment and control stimuli located in SI Appendix).

To estimate the effect of the correction, we conducted a preregistered multiple regression analysis, regressing SPV on condition and several demographic controls (age, gender, race, education, income, and political party). We found that the correction significantly reduced support for violence in the full sample \( (b = -2.8, P = 0.01, \text{Cohen's } D = 0.21) \), equivalent to a 34% reduction for the average participant (Fig. 2), supporting our preregistered prediction. This finding is in line with Hypothesis 3, indicating a causal influence of metaperceptions of SPV on actual SPV.

Turning to exploratory analyses, we found that this effect was significantly moderated by the magnitude of metaperception overestimates (the difference between out-party metaperceptions and the true values) (Fig. 3), with participants who believed the out-party was more supportive of violence exhibiting larger treatment effects. Using simple slopes analysis, we find that the effect size of the correction was approximately 2.5 times larger among participants with metaperception overestimates one SD below the mean \( (b = -7.5, P < 0.001) \) compared with participants at the mean level of overestimates. Conversely, participants with smaller overestimates of rival partisans’ support for violence, including those with accurate metaperceptions, were not significantly impacted by the treatment. Participants with metaperception overestimates one SD below the mean (which were slight overestimates) were not affected by the treatment \( (b = 1.7, P = 0.3) \). That the correction effect was driven by those with greater misperceptions suggests the effect was not attributable to demand effects since those with more inaccurate metaperceptions would likely be less receptive to corrections. These results show that metaperceptions of violence are causally linked to SPV in the hypothesized direction, can be corrected, and that the impact of the correction depends on the size of the metaperception.

Study 4a. Given the effectiveness of the metaperception correction in Study 3, we next tested whether our findings would replicate following the January 6th US Capitol attack. We also sought to establish the robustness of Study 3 results by focusing on violent behavior intentions using the WEV measure and recruiting a more representative sample of partisans rather than solely targeting strong partisans. We recruited participants from the same panel used in Study 2 to another survey wave in April 2021, implementing a similar correction as the one used in Study 3, although now using the WEV measure instead of SPV and data on actual levels of WEV drawn from the March 2021 wave of the survey for the correction.

Using the same modeling strategy as in Study 3, we found that participants who were exposed to the correction had significantly lower levels of WEV \( (b = -0.16, P < 0.001, \text{Cohen's } D = 0.24) \) than those not exposed to the correction (Fig. 3), equivalent to a 44% decrease in WEV for the average participant. Consistent with Study 3, we found that the magnitude of overestimates of rival partisans’ WEV moderated the effect of the correction on WEV. Among participants with overestimates one SD above the mean, the effect was approximately 80% larger \( (b = -0.30, P < 0.001) \) than the effect on participants at the mean. Among participants with overestimates one SD below the mean (which were slight overestimates), the correction had no significant effect \( (b = -0.02, P = 0.6) \). Additionally, the main effect was not moderated by strength of party identity (SI Appendix, Table S16).

There were strong correlations across waves 1 and 2 of our panel survey for WEV \( (r = 0.47) \) and metaperceptions of WEV \( (r = 0.30) \). Together, these findings provide further evidence that correcting inaccurate metaperceptions of out-partisans’ proclivities for violence is a valid method for reducing not only partisans’ own support for violence, but also their willingness to engage in violence. Although the panel we recruited had relatively stable levels of WEV and metaperceptions of WEV over time, our correction was capable of significantly decreasing WEV and interrupting this trend.

Study 4b. Given the effectiveness of the correction at reducing WEV in Study 4a, we next test the durability of the effect. We recontacted participants from Study 4a roughly 1 mo after launching the initial study (average of 26 d) and again asked them to report their metaperceptions of rival partisans’ WEV and their actual WEV. Eighty percent of the participants from Study 4a and similar proportions of participants in each condition were successfully recruited to the durability test. We find no significant difference across conditions in retention of participants to this follow-up study (SI Appendix, Table S18).

In a preregistered multiple regression model, we regressed metaperceptions of WEV on the experimental condition from Study 4a and controls (pretreatment WEV reported in March 2021, age, gender, race, educational attainment, income, political party). We find that the correction has a durable impact on metaperceptions of out-partisans’ WEV approximately 1 mo

![Fig. 2. Support for violence (Study 3) and WEV (Study 4a) by condition. Note that the response options differ between measures. SPV is scaled from 0 to 100; WEV is scaled from one to four (SI Appendix has question wording and scale labels).](image-url)
after the study. Participants in the correction condition reported significantly reduced metaperceptions of out-partisans’ WEV ($b = -0.30$, $P < 0.001$, Cohen’s $D = 0.31$). In a parallel preregistered model, we tested whether the metaperception correction had a durable effect on WEV, finding a significant reduction in WEV ($b = -0.07$, $P = 0.03$, Cohen’s $D = 0.11$). The results indicate that a brief, informational intervention—correcting participants’ responses to a single survey item—continued to significantly improve the accuracy of metaperceptions of out-partisans’ WEV several weeks later while also having a significant effect on participants’ own reported WEV.

**Discussion**

Political violence has emerged as a major concern in recent years, with shocking examples of outbreaks of politically motivated violence in Charlottesville, Portland, Washington, D.C., and elsewhere. Here, we provide evidence for a previously unidentified cause of support for, and willingness to engage in, violence among partisans: exaggerated and highly inaccurate metaperceptions of out-partisans’ views of violence. In support of our first hypothesis, we find that partisans overestimate rival partisans’ SPV by 245 to 317% and WEV by 368 to 441%. These results hold across parties and both before and after prominent, real-world incidents of partisan violence. These inaccurate metaperceptions of out-partisans’ support for violence were highly correlated with individuals’ own support for violence in observational data, predictive of support for violence in longitudinal data, and causally related to support for violence in experimental data, supporting our second hypothesis. Although other types of inaccurate out-party metaperceptions have been linked to negative out-group attributions (8) and out-group spite (6), this research extends such prior work to the study of partisan violence, a major threat to democratic governance.

Across two experiments, we identified a scalable and durable intervention for reducing SPV in the contemporary United States. Correcting misperceptions of out-party support for violence significantly reduced partisans’ own support for and willingness to engage in violence, supporting our third hypothesis. Additionally, participants who received the brief metaperception correction continued to report significantly lower willingness to engage in partisan violence in a follow-up survey nearly a month later. These findings have practical value because correcting inaccurate metaperceptions is likely easier than changing other more stable factors related to partisan violence, such as trait aggression or partisan identity strength, or system-level factors.

Despite the relative ease of correcting inaccurate metaperceptions of support for and willingness to engage in partisan violence, the origins of these exaggerated perceptions remain poorly understood. We speculate that these inaccurate metaperceptions may exist because of an inherent need to view one’s own group positively by derogating a rival out-group—as social identity theory suggests—or they may be based on inaccurate stereotypes of out-partisans fostered by partisan media. Most likely, we expect that both of these processes work in tandem, cyclically reinforcing one another. Americans who identify with a political party are motivated to view out-partisans in a negative light, leading them to consume more partisan media, behavior that also further encourages media outlets to produce such content. Upon consuming more negative portrayals of out-partisans, partisans’ perceptions of out-partisans become more exaggerated and inaccurate. These perceptions are likely to further increase in-group identification and the motivation to derogate the out-group, potentially creating a feedback loop. While this theoretical account of the emergence of inaccurate metaperceptions is broadly consistent with research on partisanship and media consumption (19), longitudinal field research of media consumption is needed to establish the dynamic, and its effects, with high confidence.

This research contributes to theory on false out-group metaperceptions and metaperception corrections in two ways. First, we find that partisans can have exaggerated metaperceptions for measures with direct behavioral manifestations, like violence. Prior work in this space has focused primarily on attitudes of out-partisans (such as partisan dehumanization and animosity), which are not directly observable. Previous research in the perceptual correction domain has not explored measures with direct behavioral manifestations, and one may expect people to have
more accurate perceptions of out-group attitudes that have directly observable manifestations. Second, we find that a meta-perception correction can influence nonnormative, extrastitutional outcomes like willingness to engage in political violence, not only more normative measures like partisan animosity.

Our focus on violence also has implications for the study of affective polarization. We found no significant relationship between affective polarization and SPV in Studies 1 and 2, which is in line with prior work that found a weak negative relationship between the two (30). Additionally, correcting misperceptions about out-party support for violence had no effect on measures of affective polarization in Study 3 (SI Appendix, Table S10). These variables may, thus, be less related than previous work has assumed (31). This is intriguing in light of other recent work that questions the relationship between affective polarization and various downstream outcomes (32, 33). While further research is needed to better understand why these factors are independent, one possibility is that affective polarization measures tap feelings of warmth and connection to out-partisans in the context of the extant party system, while support for and willingness to engage in partisan violence tap support for actions that would restructure or overturn this system. Thus, the latter sentiments toward political violence may be more related to antiestablishment orientations—which recent research suggests are on the rise in recent years (25)—than to routine partisan animosity.

While our research contributes to understandings of partisan violence, metaperceptions, and affective polarization, it also has several limitations. First, we rely solely on self-reported responses rather than actual behavior. It is possible that participants either overreport their willingness to engage in and support for violence to show that they dislike the other party (expressive responding) or underreport it due to social desirability bias. To address the latter, in Study 2 we included a standard measure of self-monitoring (29), a trait that is associated with socially desirable responding, finding the same patterns of results when controlling for it in multivariate analyses of results from Studies 2, 4a, and 4b (SI Appendix). Nonetheless, behavioral evidence of these dynamics would further increase confidence in these findings.

Second, additional work could also investigate perceptions of support for violence among copartisans and the extent to which it affects individuals’ own support for violence. We found a high correlation between in-party metaperceptions and support for violence, possibly due to a projection dynamic (34). The high accuracy of in-party metaperceptions, however, leaves little room for a correction intervention.

We also do not test to what extent projection of participants’ own attitudes about violence drives metaperceptions of violence. In Studies 1 and 2, we could only test for correlations. We ran additional models testing whether individuals’ support for violence and WEV predict overestimates of rival partisans’ support for and willingness to engage in violence (SI Appendix, Tables S4 and S8). We do find that SPV and WEV are significant predictors of overestimates of rival partisans’ SPV and WEV. Although in Study 3, we find a strong, causal effect in the opposite direction, future research is needed to determine if there is any causal impact of SPV on metaperceptions of SPV.

Overall, our findings extend the larger body of research on misperceptions of polarization in the United States (18, 21). Prior demonstrations of partisans misperceiving the views of their rivals are concerning because these misperceptions can become self-fulfilling, with individuals reciprocating the negative views they inaccurately perceive in their rivals (7). This is perhaps nowhere as concerning as in the case of partisan violence, where there is a risk of escalating political violence based in part on misperceptions that threaten to make themselves true. The present research illustrates the potential to interrupt this dynamic, reducing misperceptions through informational corrections. However, if we are right that misperceptions of rival partisans’ violent intents can become real over time, it suggests that informational corrections may be very time sensitive and most useful before the perceived risk of partisan violence coalesces into real violence.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement. Studies 1 and 3 were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board, and Studies 2 and 4 were approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board. All subjects provided informed consent. Materials, anonymized data, preregistrations, and analysis code are available at https://osf.io/rsyeh/.

Study 1. A power analysis using G*Power (35) indicated that a sample size of 580 would be required to detect a small to medium effect ($d = 0.3)$ with 95% power. We recruited a sample of 1,071 Democrats and Republicans from Forth-Right, a panel managed by Bovitz Inc., in October 2020 to complete the study. Although they are not probability samples, we follow common vernacular by referring to samples drawn from an internet panel to match census benchmarks for several demographic variables as “nationally representative.” In total, 369 participants were excluded from analyses per our preregistered exclusion criteria (failing a simple attention check, self-identifying as an Independent, changing indicated gender, or not completing our key dependent variables), resulting in a final sample size of 702 participants, which was representative in terms of age, gender, educational attainment, race, and income. SI Appendix, Table S1 shows full demographic data and comparisons with population benchmarks.

Support for partisan violence (SPV) (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.94$) was measured using four slider-style questions with scales from 0 to 100. Questions were adapted from Kalmoe and Mason (5) and included two items about direct violence (“How much do you feel it is justified for [in-partisans] to use violence in advancing their political goals these days?” and “How much do you feel it is justified for [in-partisans] to use violence if the [out-party] wins the next presidential election?”) and two items about harassment (“When, if ever, is it OK for [in-partisans] to send threatening and intimidating messages to [out-party] leaders?” and “When, if ever, is it OK for an ordinary [in-partisan] in the public to harass an ordinary [out-partisan] on the internet, in a way that makes the target feel frightened?”). We measured metaperceptions of rival partisans’ SPV (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.96$) using the same items as above, but participants were asked to guess how they thought an “average [out-partisan]” would respond to each question. We measured metaperceptions of in-partisans’ SPV using the same items, but participants were asked how an “average [in-partisan]” would respond.

Study 2. In October 2020, a nationally representative panel of Forth-Right respondents answered one item about WEV and one item about metaperceptions of out-party violence in a survey. In March 2021, we returned to this panel and asked them questions about WEV and SPV. We only included participants who participated in both waves, identified as a Republican or a Democrat, and did not change self-identified political partisanship between the two waves. The final sample was 1,679 participants. The panel had completed multiple waves of surveys prior to those included in this paper on topics orthogonal to this research. It was nationally representative during the first wave but became slightly less representative over time due to attrition. A comparison between representative demographic benchmarks and actual demographic breakdowns in this study is included in SI Appendix (SI Appendix, Table S1), and we find that there are not large differences in key results when recalculated using representative sample weights (SI Appendix, Table S5).

In the first wave, participants were asked about their WEV if the rival party candidate won the 2020 presidential election and how willing they thought the rival party would be to engage in violence if the participant’s own party candidate won the 2020 presidential election (metaperception of WEV). Since the second wave of the survey was conducted after the 2020 presidential election, we...
asked the same questions in the context of the 2024 presidential election. In addition, SPV (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.96$) and metaperceptions of out-party SPV (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.96$) measures from Study 1 as well as measures of support and metaperceptions of out-party support for offensive and defensive violence were added to the second wave. WEV was measured using the items “If [an out-partisan] is declared the winner of a contested election, how likely would you be to engage in violence?” (for the October wave) and “Think about the next presidential election in 2024. If [an out-partisan] is declared the winner of a contested election, how likely would you be to engage in violence?” (for the March wave; both on a four-point scale from “not at all likely” to “very likely”). Out-party meta-perceptions of violence in a contested election were measured using the items “If [an in-partisan] is declared the winner of a contested election, how likely do you think [out-party] voters would be to engage in violence?” (for the October wave) and “Think about the next presidential election in 2024. If [an in-party] candidate is declared the winner of a contested election, how likely do you think [out-party] voters would be to use violence?” (for the March wave; both on a four-point scale from “not at all likely” to “very likely”). To measure support for defensive partisan violence, we asked participants, “If [out-partisans] engage in violence to achieve their political goals, how justified do you think it is for [in-partisans] to use violence in response?” (0- to 100-point scale). Out-group meta-perceptions of support for defensive partisan violence were measured in the same way as the previous item, but asked participants how the average rival party member would respond to the same question. We measured support for offensive partisan violence with the item “How justified do you think it is for [in-partisans] to use violence to achieve political goals, even if [out-partisans] do not engage in violence first?” (0- to 100-point scale). Out-party metaperceptions of support for offensive partisan violence were measured in the same way as the previous item, but asked participants how the average rival party member would respond to the same item. In linear models regressing metaperceptions on each measure of violence support, we controlled for gender, age, race, education, and income as well as trait aggression, party as a social identity, difference in feelings toward the in-party and out-party, political knowledge, and self-monitoring.

Study 3. A power analysis based on pilot data indicated that a sample size of 578 would be required to detect a small to medium effect ($d = 0.3$) of our correction with 95% power. In total, 732 participants who had previously self-identified as strong partisans were recruited from a panel of Amazon Mechanical Turk users to a study conducted in December 2020; 175 participants were excluded from analyses per our pre-registered exclusion criteria (failing an attention check or not identifying as strong partisans), resulting in a final sample size of 557 participants (49.5% Democrat, 50.5% Republican) (SI Appendix includes full demographics). We also analyzed data from the 95 participants who did not identify as strong partisans and see slightly stronger results when these participants are included in the analyses (SI Appendix, Table S9).

Participants first answered the metaperceptions of out-party SPV measure from Study 1. Next, participants were randomly assigned to the correction or control condition. Participants in the correction condition were shown a table with each of the four meta-SPV questions, their guesses, and the actual average responses to each of these questions from members of the out-party (which were collected in Study 1). In the control condition, participants were also shown a summary of their responses that was identical to that of the correction group but without information about actual responses from out-party members. (Simulated treatment and control measures included in SI Appendix.) Participants then completed the SPV measure from Study 1. Post hoc sensitivity analyses show that we are over 90% powered to detect the effect. With the addition of participants who did not identify as strong partisans, we are 85% powered to detect the effect.

Study 4a. Participants from the ForthRight panel used in Study 2 were recontacted to participate in this study; 1,803 participants (68% Democrat, 32% Republican) (SI Appendix includes full demographics) completed the survey. Only participants who identified as a Republican or a Democrat and did not switch parties between waves were included in analyses. The study was fielded in April 2021. The procedure was identical to Study 3, except that the SPV and metaperceptions of SPV items were replaced with the WEV and metaperception of WEV items from the March wave in Study 2. (SI Appendix has treatment and control measures.) Although recontacting this panel made it less representative (due to attrition), it contained sufficient variance to explore many potential moderators (for which we found little evidence). In this sense, we are confident that our results generalize to a nationally representative sample (36-38). Post hoc sensitivity analyses show that we are over 90% powered to detect the effect.

Study 4b. The study was fielded in May 2021. Participants who completed Study 4a were recontacted, 1,447 participants completed the follow-up survey. Only participants who identified as a Republican or a Democrat were included in analyses. The average time between participating in Studies 4a and 4b was 26.66 d. When participants entered the study, they answered three questions in the following order: metaperceptions of WEV, WEV, and one item from the SPV scale. Roughly equal proportions of participants who had been assigned to the correction and control groups in Study 4a completed Study 4b. Although we did not preregister a model excluding those who switched parties between Studies 2, 4a, and 4b, we believe it is a better measure of the durability effect because participants who switched parties were exposed to different questions in each wave (i.e., the out-party would be switched between waves). The exclusion of these participants does not impact our findings, and full results of the preregistered model and a model applying these exclusion criteria are in SI Appendix. Post hoc sensitivity analyses show that we are over 60% powered to detect the effect.

Data Availability. Anonymized data, analysis code, materials, and preregistration data have been deposited in the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/ryseh/). All other study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.
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